Bulk Liquid-Food Transport Solutions

AsepTrans
Division of Hawaii Intermodal Tank Transport
INNOVATIVE EQUIPMENT
INTEGRATED LOGISTICS
ASEPTIC QUALITY
ECO-EFFICIENCY
AsepTrans is the world’s leading provider of aseptic tanks dedicated to food grade products.

Food producers & processors trust us to carry and protect their bulk liquid foods millions of miles around the globe every year.
The New Standard

Asep Tanks have a loading capacity of 24,000 liters while maintaining the ISO dimensions of a 20’ box container. Simple and convenient to operate, our Asep loading and discharge system is designed to seamlessly integrate with most plants and facilities.

Super Insulation

Surrounded by layers of the highest quality insulation, Asep Tanks experience as little as 0.5°F temperature gain per day. Users are able to carry temperature sensitive products over long distances without the extra costs of refrigeration.

Optional Refrigeration

Refrigerated units are available for the fixed temperature control of your liquid-food products. Utilizing a standard electric plug, Refrigerated tanks are able to keep your product chilled during road, rail, and sea transit or for use as bulk cold static storage for extended periods of time.
Aseptic Capability

With recent advances in tank components and aseptic technology, it is now possible to transport bulk liquid-foods in a maintained sterile environment. Being able to aseptically transport in bulk, allows you to drastically reduce capital investments in reprocessing and aseptic bulk storage facilities.

Integrated Logistics

Aseptanks can travel on road, rail and sea, allowing our logistic management team to customize a true door-to-door solution. The special lightweight design of our equipment also allows maximum payload while adhering to heavyweight road requirements.

Traceability

To ensure product integrity, Asep tanks equipped with PLC devices, pressure & temperature loggers, are available to track product condition throughout the shipping cycle. A great addition to any risk management and supply chain.
Efficient & Clean =
Green.

Upgrading to Asep Tanks makes environmental sense as well as economic sense. A study done by logistic specialists at LCP Consulting has shown intermodal tanks to be a leading eco-friendly form of transportation. Asep tanks are stackable, reusable, and take up less carbon footprint, resulting in a more sustainable and greener form of transportation. Furthermore, tanks avoid the product waste and disposal issues associated with bags and drums.

We are in the process of receiving carbon-neutral certification, enabling us to help our customers manage their carbon compliance issues.
Aseptic Value and Quality

Higher Payload

Our 20' Asep Tank carries about 40% more product per 20' box container of drums, 15% more than IBCs, and 50% more than a bottled consignment. For the equivalent shipping space, Asep tanks carry a far greater quantity of product.

Reduce Labor & Handling Cost

Eliminate the time consuming and costly inefficiencies of multiple drum/IBC filling, discharge, and waste disposal. “1” Asep Tank can dramatically reduce the amount of labor required for the product handling of over a hundred drums, while still carrying a higher payload.

Reduce Packaging Cost & Product Waste

The packaging associated with drums, IBCs and flexibags are costly, decreases product payload and are unsustainable. Asep Tanks are reusable and eliminates the need to purchase packaging for every shipment. Also, Asep Tanks eliminates the risk of leakage and the high costs of spillage clean-ups that occurs with flexibags.
Product Quality

You can count on Asep tanks delivering consistent premium product quality. By going Aseptic, you maintain your product’s purity by reducing stressful processes such as double pasteurization which can modify color, aroma and flavor, as well as destroy nutrients and active principles.

Food Safety

Aseptic is not only synonymous with quality but also safety. By transporting aseptic, the quality of your product can be expressed in terms of grades and levels. All Asep tanks are tested, certified and approved by issue of a safety certificate (CSC), while the bins and bag in the box systems require no test regulation.

Product Integrity

Asep tanks are preferred over Bins and Bag packaging, which have been reported to cause product discoloration and flavor distortion due to leaching. To further enhance product integrity, Asep tanks equipped with PLC devices, pressure & temperature loggers are available to track product condition throughout the shipping cycle.
Where We Serve

We are currently expanding our services to additional European, South American, Asian and Pacific Regions.
What We Serve

All our tanks are dedicated to food-grade products, including but not limited to: fruit juice concentrate and not from concentrate, milk, wine, potable water, coconut liquids, corn sweetener, corn syrup, & edible oils.
For further details on our extensive range of tank containers and global logistic services, please visit us at www.aseptrans.com or contact us directly:

+1(941) 981-3886    info@aseptrans.com
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